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Abstract 
Checksims​ is a tool developed at WPI that detects suspicious similarities between pieces of 
code.  I present a set of improvements to both the usability and functionality of the tool, 
namely integration with ​Canvas​, which WPI instructors use to manage their courses, along with 
an improved GUI, and increased robustness of the tool when using a syntax tree comparison 
algorithm.  These changes will make ​Checksims​ better at quickly detecting academic dishonesty 
than ever. 
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1   Introduction 
Checksims​ is a program that detects possible academic dishonesty due to unauthorized copying 
of computer program code [1][2].  Given a set of student submissions, ​Checksims​ can apply 
various algorithms to every pair of submissions, generating a score for each that represents the 
percent similarity between the two submissions in the pair.  Additionally, an archive of 
submissions can be defined, usually consisting of submissions from past courses.  Submissions 
from the main set, called ​source submissions​, are compared against all ​archive submissions​, but 
archive submissions are not compared against each other, as the goal is to identify academic 
dishonesty within the source submissions, not the archive.  Further, many assignments provide 
some code that will be in most or all of its submissions.  This is called ​common code​, and can be 
specified in ​Checksims​, which will remove common code from the submissions before 
comparing them. 
1.1   Previous Work 
Checksims​ was initially developed by Matthew Heon and Dolan Murvihill [1].  It was a command 
line tool, and could use two different algorithms to compare submissions: Line Compare and 
Smith-Waterman.  Line Compare is a simple line-by-line comparison, and therefore can be 
fooled.  Any obfuscation of the code done by cheating students that changes the lines that 
various elements of the code occur on will fool Line Compare.  Smith-Waterman is an algorithm 
designed to compare sequences of DNA, and is more difficult, but still fairly easy, to fool than 
Line Compare.  Changing the names and reordering code is sufficient to fool Smith-Waterman. 
 
The next group to work on ​Checksims​ was Theodore Meyer and Michael Andrews [2].  They 
made three important additions to ​Checksims:​ a graphical user interface (GUI), support for 
archived submissions, and language specific syntax tree algorithms.  The GUI was important 
because it made ​Checksims​ easier to learn and use.  The GUI provides an intuitive interface to 
use ​Checksims​, rather than a simple command line interface.  Support for archived submissions 
was important because it allowed ​Checksims​ to identify cases where a student copied from a 
past submission.  The language specific syntax tree algorithms were important because they 
made it more difficult to fool ​Checksims​.  Both Line Compare and Smith-Waterman calculate 
the similarity between arbitrary strings.  Code, however, has structure, which is not accounted 
for in either of those two algorithms.  The syntax tree algorithms are designed to calculate the 
similarity between two pieces of code, making them better suited to this application than the 
original two algorithms.  Meyer and Andrews implemented syntax tree algorithms for four 
languages: C, C++, Java, and Python.  They identify and compare the structure of the code, 
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making them more difficult to fool than either of the two original algorithms.  The downside of 
the syntax tree algorithms is that they will fail if they encounter code with invalid syntax. 
1.2   Problems with the Existing System 
In order to use ​Checksims​ as it was before this project, users needed to manually download to 
their machines every submission that they intended to compare.  Further, these submissions 
needed to be in a particular format, called the ​Checksims/Turnin​ format, which is described in 
section 2.1.3.2.2 of this paper.  To run ​Checksims​ on a set of submissions from ​Canvas​, the 
course management system in use at WP, an instructor or teaching assistant (TA) using 
Checksims​ would need to do a few things.  First, the ​Checksims​ user would need to go to 
Canvas​, and manually download the submissions that they want to analyze.  ​Canvas​ does not 
enforce any specific submission format.  A submission can consist of multiple files, including 
archive files.  As a result, once the submissions were downloaded from ​Canvas​, a user would 
have to manually convert each of potentially hundreds of submissions into the 
Checksims/Turnin​ format.  This also meant that the user would need to know the 
Checksims/Turnin​ format.  Additionally, this process is particularly error-prone, as it is tedious 
and repetitive.  Finally, if that instructor or TA used a syntax tree algorithm to compare the 
submissions, any submissions with invalid syntax would be left out of the comparison, and the 
comparison may not complete successfully. 
1.3   Project Goals 
The goals for this project were geared towards making ​Checksims​ more convenient and reliable. 
The primary goal was to make ​Checksims​ much easier to use in conjunction with ​Canvas​. 
Integration with ​Canvas​ would allow instructors and TAs to run ​Checksims​ on a set of ​Canvas 
submissions very quickly and with very little effort, saving time and making them more likely to 
actually use ​Checksims​ in the first place.  The secondary goal was to make the syntax tree 
algorithms better at tolerating invalid syntax by using Smith-Waterman to compare invalid 
submissions to each other and to valid submissions.  The goals for this project were as follows: 
● Integrate ​Checksims​ with ​Canvas 
○ Use the ​Canvas​ API, described in section 2.1.2.2, to retrieve data from ​Canvas 
○ Automatically convert submissions into the ​Checksims/Turnin​ format 
○ Extend the GUI to allow a user to browse and download ​Canvas​ submissions 
○ Allow for support for other services like ​Canvas​ to be easily added in the future 
● Make the syntax tree algorithms better at tolerating invalid Syntax 
○ Any comparisons that cannot be made using a syntax tree algorithm should fall 
back to Smith-Waterman 
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○ When a syntax tree algorithm is used, the results screen should show all of the 
results, and indicate which of them were found using Smith-Waterman. 
 
2   Approach 
Achieving the goals of this project required significant changes to ​Checksims​.  The existing GUI 
did not support pages that could be navigated to and from, so the GUI structure needed to be 
overhauled to support the proposed changes.  Additionally, login information is sensitive, so a 
system of user identification and data encryption needed to be designed and implemented. 
This system was designed to be optimal for fast interaction from local users.  Further, ​Canvas 
support needed to be implemented in a way that allowed support for other such services to be 
added easily.  Finally, the process of running a comparison algorithm and displaying its results 
had to be modified slightly in order to support a fallback algorithm in case any source or archive 
submissions contained invalid code with respect to a particular syntax tree algorithm. 
2.1   Canvas Integration 
Canvas​ is the principle course management software in use at WPI.  Instructors create and 
publish ​Canvas​ courses with assignments, a syllabus, grades, and more.  Additionally, ​Canvas​ is 
the place where students must submit their completed assignments for many of the courses at 
WPI.  ​Canvas​ courses have people and assignments in them, among other things.  An 
assignment is associated with a set of submissions, which students have uploaded.  An 
instructor or TA for the course can download the submissions for an assignment. 
 
The goal of the integration between ​Checksims​ and ​Canvas​ is to allow a ​Checksims​ user, 
presumably an instructor or TA, to run ​Checksims​ on submissions without having to manually 
download them from, or even visit, ​Canvas​.  To do this, the ​Checksims​ GUI must allow the user 
to log in to ​Canvas​, select submissions from ​Canvas​, download those submissions, and convert 
them into the ​Checksims/Turnin​ format so that ​Checksims​ can be run on them. 
2.1.1   Secure User Identification 
The first piece of the puzzle is secure user identification.  In order for users to access their 
Canvas​ courses, they must first log in to ​Canvas​, but this is not as simple as sending ​Canvas​ a 
username and password.  Each user must perform a first-time authentication, during which the 
user enters a ​Canvas​ username and password, and grants ​Checksims​ permission to access 
sensitive ​Canvas​ data.  This process is explained in detail in section 2.1.1.2.3.  Once a user has 
done this, ​Checksims​ is granted unique tokens which it can use access ​Canvas​ on behalf of that 
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user in the future.  ​Checksims​, therefore, must store these tokens once they have been created, 
and give users some way of indicating which tokes are theirs.  Additionally, these tokens grant 
access to sensitive information, so they should not be stored in plain text. 
2.1.1.1   Checksims Accounts 
The way that Checksims identifies users is by giving them ​Checksims​ accounts.  A ​Checksims 
account is a local account, with a username and password, that stores authentication 
information for a ​service​, defined in section 2.1.2.  In the case of ​Canvas​, the token that is 
stored allows ​Checksims​ to access a particular ​Canvas​ account indefinitely.  
 
Checksims accounts are unique to services.  That is to say, each account is associated with 
exactly one service.  This is done for two reasons.  The first reason is that it makes interaction 
with the interface faster.  Since ​Checksims​ accounts are local, and presumably will be primarily 
used by instructors and TAs on their private computers, it will probably be uncommon for there 
to be more than a few ​Checksims​ accounts on any one computer, even if more services are 
added.  Since the accounts are unique to services, choosing an account is simply a matter of 
clicking on this account in a list, as opposed to choosing a user and then choosing an account. 
The second reason is to minimize the constraints on what types of services can be added in the 
future.  For example, there could be a service which has groups instead of users, in which case 
it would make sense for multiple ​Checksims​ users to have access to the same ​Checksims 
account for that service, but not for other services. 
2.1.1.2   Authentication 
When a user creates a ​Checksims​ account for a particular service, the user must choose a 
username and password.  Once this is done, ​Checksims​ must authenticate the user with the 
service.  This authentication process is different for every service.  In the case of ​Canvas​, 
Checksims​ opens a browser window where users in to ​Canvas​ and grants ​Checksims​ permission 
to access their accounts. 
 
Once a ​Checksims​ account has been created, logging into it requires a password.   ​Checksims 
does not involve the service until the correct password has been entered.  Like account 
creation, the behavior following successful login is service-specific.  In the case of ​Canvas​, the 
user is brought to a page which allows them to browse and download ​Canvas​ submissions. 
Once a user has been authenticated, either by creating a ​Checkims​ account or logging into one, 
the user can continue to access the service through that account until the user logs out or exits 
Checksims​. 
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2.1.1.2.1   Encryption 
The password for a ​Checksims​ account does not simply block the user from reaching 
service-specific pages, it is also used to encrypt the information that the account uses to access 
a service on behalf of the user.  In the case of ​Canvas​, that is a refresh token, which grants 
indefinite access to a particular ​Canvas​ account.  Encryption is very important here because the 
login credentials for a service are potentially very sensitive data.  It should be obvious that, in 
the case of ​Canvas​, you would not want somebody to obtain your refresh token.  This might 
seem unnecessary, as users will probably be using ​Checksims​ on their private computers, but 
even if that was the only use case, not encrypting the data would be like storing your passwords 
in plain text. 
 
To accomplish this, the password is first processed by the hashing algorithm SHA-512 [3]. 
SHA-512 converts a given string into a new string, called a ​hash​, in such a way that the hash 
cannot be used to determine the input string, and similar input strings will not necessarily map 
to similar hashes.  The purpose of using SHA-512 here is to prepare the password to be used as 
the key for the encryption algorithm AES [4].  AES uses a key to encrypt data, and must be used 
with the same key to decrypt that data.  Here, ​Checksims​ uses AES to store a user’s sensitive 
data in such a way that it can only be accessed using the user’s password.  When the a user 
creates an account, ​Checksims​ uses the account’s password to encrypt sensitive data, and 
stores the encrypted data.  When a user logs in to an account, the password that the user 
enters is used to decrypt the data for that account. 
2.1.1.2.2   Password Verification 
The issue with the security described thus far is that ​Checksims​ has no way of verifying that the 
password a user enters is correct.  Given an incorrect password, it is possible that the 
decryption will succeed, although the decrypted data would be different than the original data 
that was encrypted.  Depending on the service, this could be a problem, since some APIs 
(defined in section 2.1.2.1) have policies against making requests for random data. 
 
To solve this issue of successful but incorrect decryption, the data that is encrypted is also 
processed using the secure hashing algorithm ​Scrypt​ [5].  Scrypt uses a number of methods to 
make a hash extremely difficult to reverse. 
 
In ​Checksims​, Scrypt is run on the unencrypted data, rather than the password (see Figure 2.1). 
This is done for two reasons.  The first reason is that a weak password does not decrease the 
security of the verification hash, although it still decreases the security of the AES encryption. 
The second reason is that, if somehow an attacker were to reverse the Scrypt hash, they would 
only get ​Checksims​’ credentials for the service, not the user’s password.  This is preferable 
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because the password for a ​Checksims​ account can be used to very easily retrieve the 
credentials for its service.  Further, a user might use the same password for ​Checksims​ as for 
other things. 
 
 
Figure 2.1:​ Encryption and Decryption 
 
Before ​Checksims​ encrypts data, it stores a Scrypt hash of the data.  When a user attempts to 
log in to an account using a password, ​Checksims​ attempts to decrypt the data with that 
password.  If the decryption succeeds, Scrypt is used to check the result against the Scrypt hash 
generated before the data was encrypted.  If that check succeeds, then the password was 
correct, and the login process can proceed. 
2.1.2   Service 
In ​Checksims​, a service is some external entity that ​Checksims​ can communicate with. 
Currently, the only service that is implemented or planned to be implemented is ​Canvas​.  When 
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adding support for services, it is important to make sure to have enough restrictions that new 
services can be added without really changing existing code, but not so many restrictions that 
certain atypical services cannot easily be supported.  ​Checksims​ does this by defining an 
interface through which the main ​Checksims​ GUI code must communicate with the ​Checksims 
code for each service.  This communication happens in three places: creating a new account, 
logging in to an account, and returning to service-specific UI when already logged in.  What 
should happen in each of these situations is totally up to each individual service.  Thanks to this, 
Checksims​ supports the addition of services that are not even remotely similar to ​Canvas​. 
 
To ensure that new services can be easily added to ​Checksims​, it is important to have this 
well-defined support for an arbitrary service.  For example, if WPI decides to switch from 
Canvas​ to some other service, ​Checksims​ will need to be updated to use the new service. 
Without support for a general service, this would likely require a lot of code to be re-written. 
This is time-consuming and error-prone.  However, with support for an arbitrary service, adding 
a new service would not require changes to the existing code, making it faster to implement 
and more likely to be stable. 
 
Each service also gets to store a piece of data on the user’s machine, which is encrypted with 
the user’s password and used by the service when a user logs in.  This data is located in the 
folder:  
[​Checksims​ execution directory]/accounts/[service name]/[​Checksims ​username] 
Also in this folder is a file called chk, which contains the Scrypt hash used for password 
verification after decrypting the data. 
2.1.2.1   API Access 
For the integration between ​Checksims​ and some external service, ​Checksims​ must request 
information from that service.  This is done through an Application Programming Interface 
(API), which is just an interface that allows a piece of software to interact with a particular 
service.  For example, when ​Checksims​ displays the page that allows users to browse their 
Canvas​ courses and assignments (see section 3.1.4.1), it first has to ask the ​Canvas​ API [6] for a 
list of the user’s courses, then has to ask for all of the assignments in each course. 
 
Using an external service’s API usually requires some sort of authentication, both for the 
application and the user.  Authentication for an application typically comes in the form of a set 
of strings that an application sends to the API as identification.  For example, the ​Canvas​ API 
requires ​Checksims​ to use a developer key, which consists of two strings, called the client ID 
and the client secret (see section 2.1.2.2.1).  When ​Checksims​ requests access to a user’s 
Canvas​ account, it must provide its client ID and secret (see section 1.2.2.1.3). 
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The other type of authentication, which is for the user, is to identify which user of the service is 
making a request.  When a user makes a request from a service, the service needs to know who 
that user is so that it can tailor the response to that user.  For example, when ​Checksims​ asks 
Canvas​ for a list of courses, ​Canvas​ knows which user’s courses to return because ​Checksims 
had to authenticate that user in order to make the request. 
2.1.2.2   Canvas 
Canvas​ is currently the only service that ​Checksims​ is able to interact with.  The ​Canvas​ API 
requires two types of authentication, one for the application and one for the user.  The 
application, ​Checksims​ in this case, needs a developer key to authenticate users.  This lets 
Canvas​ know which application is making each request.  Additionally, users wishing to get data 
from their ​Canvas​ accounts need to log in to ​Canvas​, and grant ​Checksims​ permission to access 
their accounts, both of which are done from within ​Checksims​.  Once this process, called 
OAuth2 (see section 2.1.1.2.3), is completed, ​Canvas​ provides ​Checksims​ with two tokens: one 
temporary access token that allows ​Checksims​ to access a user’s account for a short time, and 
one permanent refresh token that allows ​Checksims​ to generate more access tokens. 
Checksims​ does all of this when a user creates a ​Checksims​ account for ​Canvas​ (see Figure 2.2). 
Once the account is created, the only authentication that is required for a user to interact with 
the ​Canvas​ API is an access token. 
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 Figure 2.2:​ ​Checksims​ Accounts for ​Canvas 
 
Once users have logged in to the ​Canvas​ service, they are presented with a screen that allows 
them to easily view the courses in which they are either a teacher or a TA, and the assignments 
in those courses.  From there, a user can download the set of submissions associated with the 
desired assignment.  The user is able to configure the download, defining which types of files 
should be considered code, where the submissions should be saved, and what the set of 
submissions should be called. 
2.1.2.2.1   Developer Key 
The Canvas API uses a ​developer key​ to identify the application that is making a particular 
request.  A ​Canvas​ developer key is like a ​Canvas​ API account for an application.  As part of its 
developer key, ​Checksims​ gets a client ID and secret, which, continuing with the account 
analogy, are like a username and password.  ​Checksims​ uses its client ID and secret to identify 
itself to ​Canvas​ when the user creates a new ​Checksims​ account for ​Canvas​ (see Figure 2.2 and 
Figure 2.3).  Once the account is created, the tokens that ​Canvas​ issues to the ​Checksims​ are 
tied to its developer key.  Each time ​Checksims​ makes a request using one of those tokens, 
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Canvas​ knows that ​Checksims​ is the application that is making the request.  This means that 
WPI ​Canvas​ administrators are able to monitor the ​Canvas​ API calls that ​Checksims​ makes, and 
also restrict the types of API calls that it can make. 
2.1.2.2.2   Access and Refresh Tokens 
Access and refresh tokens are strings that allow ​Checksims​ to access a specific user’s ​Canvas 
account.  With a valid access token for an account, ​Checksims​ can to anything with that account 
that its developer key permits it to do.  Access tokens expire one hour after being generated. 
Refresh tokens are used only to generate access tokens, and never expire.  When a user creates 
a ​Checksims​ account for ​Canvas​, ​Checksims​ receives both an access token and a refresh token. 
Checksims​ immediately encrypts and saves the refresh token to disk, and starts using the access 
token, refreshing it as needed.  This process is shown in Figure 2.2.  When a user logs in to a 
Checksims​ account for ​Canvas​,​ Checksims​ attempts to decrypt the user’s refresh token using 
the password that was entered.  If the decryption is successful, ​Checksims​ begins its interaction 
with ​Canvas​, using the refresh token it just decrypted to generate a fresh access token. 
2.1.1.2.3   Canvas Authentication with OAuth2 
The ​Canvas​ API supports two types of authentication, manual and OAuth2 [7].  The manual 
authentication process requires each user to visit the ​Canvas​ site, dig into account settings, 
generate a token, and copy and paste that token into the application.  Clearly this is not 
convenient for the user, and the ​Canvas​ API documentation states that applications should use 
the OAuth2 when possible.  Authenticating a ​Canvas​ user through OAuth2 is a multistep 
process, called the OAuth2 flow. 
 
When the user creates a new ​Checksims​ account for ​Canvas​, 
Checksims​ opens a browser window to a particular URL, which 
includes ​Checksims​’ client ID.  In this browser window, the user is 
presented with the ​Canvas​ login screen.  When the user logs in 
to a ​Canvas​ account, the browser window is redirected to a page 
that asks the user to allow ​Checksims​ to access that account. 
After the user responds, either accepting or declining this, 
Canvas​ informs ​Checksims​ of the user’s decision, and includes an 
auth code if the user accepted.  ​Canvas​ does this by redirecting 
the browser window to a new page that contains the information 
in its URL.  ​Checksims​ can now close the browser window, and 
proceed with the final step of the Oauth2 flow.  Through the 
Canvas​ API, ​Checksims ​exchanges the auth code it recieved in the 
previous step, its client ID, and its client secret for an access 
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token and a refresh token.  The OAuth2 flow is visualized in Figure 2.3. 
 
The main benefit of this process is that users never actually give ​Checksims​ their ​Canvas 
usernames or passwords.  Instead, each user logs in to ​Canvas​ directly, which in turn provides 
Checksims​ with the tokens it needs. 
2.1.3   Submission Downloading and Format Conversion 
Once authenticated, the user can access ​Canvas​ through ​Checksims​.  This lets the user browse 
Canvas​ courses and assignements, and download ​Canvas​ submissions (see section 3.1.4.1). 
Once a user has identified the ​Canvas​ assignment form which to download submissions, the 
next important step is actually downloading the submissions in such a way that ​Checksims​ can 
be run on them.  When a user requests to download the submissions for an assignment, the 
user is prompted to configure the download. Three options must be configured: name, location, 
and suffixes.  Name and location are straightforward; name is the name of the new folder that 
will be created for the submissions, and location is the existing folder that will be the parent of 
the new folder.  The last option, suffixes, allows the user to specify which files should be 
considered to be code (eg., .c, .py, etc.), and therefore have ​Checksims​ run on them.  The user 
simply provides a list of strings, and any files with names ending in any of those strings will be 
considered to be code.  This allows the conversion into the ​Checksims/Turnin​ format, which is 
defined in section 2.1.3.2.1, to take place, so that ​Checksims​ can be run on the downloaded 
submissions.  This means that a user need not know anything about the ​Checksims/Turnin 
format, or even that it exists, in order to use ​Checksims​ with ​Canvas​. 
2.1.3.1   Downloading Submissions 
Once a user has chosen an assignment from which to download submissions, and configured 
the download, ​Checksims​ will get a list of the submissions for the chosen assignment from the 
Canvas​ API.  The ​Canvas​ API supports submission download by including, for each individual 
submission, a URL from which the submission can be downloaded.  Before the download 
begins, the destination directory for the set of submissions is created, and a temporary 
directory is created that will hold downloaded submissions before they are converted into the 
correct format.  
 
Each submission is downloaded to its own individual directory, which is created at the time.  To 
get a name for each directory, ​Checksims​ uses the name of the ​Canvas​ user who made the 
submission, which it gets from the ​Canvas​ API.  Care is taken that ​Checksims​ does not attempt 
to make a directory with an invalid or duplicate name, at this point and everywhere else that 
files are created in the download and conversion process.  Once this has been completed, the 
submission is downloaded into the temporary folder that was created earlier.  Finally, a 
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conversion process moves the downloaded submission to its final destination, converting it into 
the correct format in the process. 
 
Once all of the submissions have finished downloading, the temporary directory is deleted, and 
the user is returned to the main menu, with the newly downloaded submissions automatically 
added to the source section of the menu.  If a download is cancelled before it has completed, 
any submissions that were successfully downloaded before the cancellation are deleted. 
2.1.3.2   Format 
The format of a submission is a predefined structure that the submissions must follow.  For 
example, it could be that each submission must consist of exactly one file, called 
assignment1.c​.  Likewise, the format of a set of submissions is a predefined structure that 
a set of submissions must follow.  For example, it could be that each submission must be in its 
own directory. 
 
Checksims​ is designed to run on a set of submissions following the ​Checksims/Turnin​ format, 
which specifies a format both for the set, and for each individual submission.  Therefore, any 
service that downloads submissions with the intention of running ​Checksims​ on them should 
first convert them from whatever format they are in into the ​Checksims/Turnin​ format. 
2.1.3.2.1   Canvas Submission Format 
Files, including archive files, can be submitted to ​Canvas​ in any format, but directories cannot 
be submitted.  A user can also include multiple files in a submission.  This means that, since a 
directory can simply be compressed into an archive file before submission, no format is 
enforced for ​Canvas​ submissions.  It is possible for an instructor to limit the types of files that 
can be submitted for a particular assignment, but having ​Checksims​ depend on that would 
make it difficult to use without having previously planned for it.  Therefore, the ​Canvas 
submission downloader in ​Checksims​ was designed to work on submissions in any format. 
 
The set of submissions for a particular ​Canvas​ assignment, however, does have an enforced 
format, in that each submission is accessed independently of the others.  This makes it very 
easy to convert the format of a the set of ​Canvas​ submissions into any other format, as long as 
the format does not require specific information that ​Canvas​ does not have access to. 
2.1.3.2.2   Checksims/Turnin Format 
The format on which ​Checksims​ is designed to run is called the ​Checksims/Turnin​ format, and is 
defined as follows and as shown in Figure 2.4: 
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● A parent directory contains the entire set of 
submissions 
● Each individual submission has its own 
subdirectory, named after the student that 
submitted it, with the parent directory for the 
set as its parent 
● Each non-code file for a particular submission 
has the directory for that submission as its 
parent 
● Each code file for a particular submission has 
a code directory as its parent, which in turn 
has the directory for the submission as its 
parent 
● The ​Checksims/Turnin​ format for archive files 
is the same, with the exception that the top 
level directory must be called ​STUDENTS 
 
 
 
 
2.1.3.2.3   Format Conversion 
After downloading submissions from ​Canvas​, ​Checksims​ converts them into the 
Checksims/Turnin​ format.  However, ​Checksims​ needs more than just the submission files in 
order to do the conversion.  The ​Checksims/Turnin​ format requires that code files be separated 
from non-code files.  This means that ​Checksims​ must be able to determine which files are code 
files.  One solution is to ask instructors using ​Checksims​ to have their students separate their 
code from non-code in their submissions.  The big problem with this solution is that it is 
inconvenient and limiting.  The goal of this project is to make ​Checksims​ easy to use with 
Canvas​, yet this solution would require instructors to modify their assignments to specify the 
required submission format, and would prevent instructors from easily using ​Checksims​ on 
Canvas​ assignments that had already been submitted.  Another solution is to predefine a set of 
file types that will be considered code.  This solution has two problems.  First, courses in 
obscure programming languages could have students submitting code files with types not on 
the list.  Second, this forces ​Checksims​ to be run on every code file and no non-code files on any 
set of submissions downloaded from ​Canvas​.  This is a problem because an instructor might 
want to include only certain code files in the comparison, or maybe even README files. 
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Checksims​ identifies which files in a submission will be considered code by getting a list of 
filename suffixes from the user, with a reasonable default value.  For example, if the the user 
defines this list as ​.c, .h, readme.txt​, ​Checksims​ will consider c files, h files, and readme 
files as code.  The default value for this list includes the file extensions used by the languages 
for which ​Checksims​ implements a syntax tree algorithm.  This value is: 
.java, .c, .h, .cpp, .py, .py3 
 
Once ​Checksims​ knows which files to consider code, it can begin the conversion.  The 
conversion moves the submission from the temporary folder that it was downloaded into, to its 
final destination.  A folder is created at the final destination called ​code​, which will contain any 
code files found in the submission.  To do the conversion on a submission, ​Checksims​ traverses 
the submission recursively.  Each time it encounters a zip, tar, or gzip file, it extracts the file. 
Each time it encounters any other type of file (not a directory), it checks the filename against 
the suffix list.  If the filename ends in one of the suffixes on the list, the file is moved into the 
code directory for that submission, otherwise it is moved into the main directory for that 
submission. 
 
An entire set of local submissions, as opposed to ​Canvas​ submissions, can be converted into the 
Checksims/Turnin​ format using a standalone executable called the ​Turnin Converter​, which is 
described in Appendix C. 
2.2   Checksims Runner Changes 
The ​Checksims​ runner is the part of ​Checksims​ that executes the chosen comparison algorithm, 
and displays the results.  I made changes to the ​Checksims​ runner that made it better at 
handling invalid syntax in submissions.  These changes are minor compared to the ​Canvas 
integration, but are important nonetheless. 
2.2.1   Invalid Syntax Handling 
The main change that I made was in the handling of invalid submissions.  Before this project, 
the ​Checksims​ runner ignored any submissions containing invalid syntax whenever a syntax tree 
algorithm was used.  Now, ​Checksims​ uses Smith-Waterman to fill in any gaps in the results left 
by invalid submissions, and shows a list of the submissions which contained invalid code on the 
results screen. 
 
Without this change, unauthorized copying in submissions that ​Checksims​ could not process 
with the chosen syntax tree algorithm would go unnoticed.  Of course, seeing that certain 
submissions do not appear in the results could inspire an instructor to manually run 
Smith-Waterman on the submissions to ensure that no academic dishonesty went undetected. 
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This is inconvenient, but problem is not merely its inconvenience.  The results screen often 
contains many results, and the primary means of using it is scanning through it for the color 
red, which it uses to indicate similar submissions.  This makes it unlikely that an instructor 
would notice a missing submission.  Further, a submission could also be missing because the 
student never submitted it.  This change decreases the likelihood of an instructor missing an 
instance of academic dishonesty while using ​Checksims​. 
 
Finally, it should be noted that code files in different languages from the ones that a syntax tree 
algorithm is expecting are not considered invalid, and are totally ignored by the ​Checksims 
runner.  For example, the C syntax tree algorithm will not consider Java files at all, even with 
Smith-Waterman as a fallback. 
2.2.1.1   Invalid Submissions 
An invalid submission is a submission containing invalid code with respect to the comparison 
algorithm that is being used.  Before this project, ​Checksims​ was already able to identify invalid 
submissions, and would not attempt to include them in the comparison. 
 
As the ​Checksims​ runner prepares the submissions for comparison, it takes note of any invalid 
submissions.  After the comparison with the chosen algorithm has completed, the runner 
checks if any of the submissions were found to be invalid.  If it finds any, the entire comparison 
is redone with Smith-Waterman, and these secondary results are used to fill in any gaps in the 
main results that were left by invalid submissions.  On the results screen, ​Checksims​ provides 
the user with a list of the invalid submissions. 
2.2.2   Error Handling 
The only other change that I made to the ​Checksims​ runner was to slightly change the way that 
errors are handled.  Any error in the ​Checksims​ runner brings the user to an error screen. 
Before this project, there was no way to leave the error screen.  A user would have to exit and 
reopen ​Checksims​ in order to continue using it.  Now, the screen allows the user to navigate 
back to the main menu, which is in the same state as at it was at the start of the ​Checksims 
runner.  This makes ​Checksims​ errors easier for the the user to deal with, and makes the GUI 
significantly more tolerant to user error.  For example, if a user accidentally uses the Java syntax 
tree algorithm on C code, that user can easily switch to the C syntax tree algorithm that without 
starting over. 
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3   Graphical User Interface 
In order to integrate ​Checksims​ with ​Canvas​, I needed to expand the ​Checksims​ GUI.  The 
existing GUI consisted of four pages: the main menu (Figure 3.1), the ​Checksims​ runner 
progress page (Figure 3.2), the results inspector (Figure 3.3), and the error page (Figure 3.4). 
The first step was to design the new GUI.  Almost all of my GUI changes were to add to the GUI 
rather than to change what was already there. 
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After design came implementation.  Before this project, the GUI had very little structure.  When 
a user took an action that caused the screen to change, the components on the page were all 
removed, and new components were added in their place.  In order to implement the new GUI, 
I first had to build a page structure over the existing GUI so that users could navigate between 
pages. 
3.1   Design 
To design the GUI, I created a mockup, using a tool called ​Moqups​ [8].  The design called for a 
slight modification of the main menu, shown in Figure 3.5, and three new pages: the account 
selection screen (Figure 3.7), the account creation screen (Figure 3.8), and the ​Canvas​ browsing 
screen (Figure 3.10). 
3.1.1   Main Menu 
The only change that I made to the main menu was to add the download button, show in Figure 
3.6.  During implementation, I added a top bar to the main menu that would appear when a 
user was logged in to an external service. 
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3.1.1.1   Download Button 
The download button (Figure 3.6) is the starting point for a user to interact with any external 
service.  In the old GUI, in order to add files for ​Checksims​ to run on, a user chooses the role 
(source, archive, or common) of the file, then browses the computer for a file to add.  The 
download button, which only shows up when adding source files, provides users with an 
alternative to browsing their computers for submissions.  If the user is not logged in, the 
download button brings the user to the account selection screen.  If the user has already logged 
in to an external service, the download instead leads to a page that is specific to that service 
(for ​Canvas​, this is the ​Canvas​ file selection page). 
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 3.1.1.2   Sessions 
When users log in to a ​Checksims​ accounts, ​Checksims​ remembers that they are logged in, and 
automatically puts them in the right place the next time they hit the download button.  During 
implementation, I added a top bar to the main menu called the session bar.  The session bar 
(Figure 3.15)​ only displays if a user is logged in.  It contains the name of the user, the name of 
the service, and a button that lets the user log out. 
3.1.1.3   Alternatives 
For alternatives to this design, the download button could be placed in the bottom row of main 
menu buttons, or there could be a “Services” tab in the main menu.  Both of these alternatives 
have the same two problems.  First, they do not make it clear that only source files can be 
obtained from external services.  Second, they do not do a very good job of communicating the 
end goal of using an external service.  I chose to put the download button next to the browse 
button because its end goal is the same as that of the browse button, which is to choose a file.  
3.1.2   Account Selection Screen 
The account selection screen (Figure 3.7) is where users view, manage, and log in to their 
Checksims​ accounts.  The main body of the page is a list of services, each of which is list of the 
Checksims​ accounts for that service.  This is also the page where the account creation process is 
started.  The page has a top bar, which contains a title for the page and a back button that 
allows the user to return to the main menu. 
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3.1.2.1   Account Listing 
The account listing is the main body of the account selection page.  It displays a list of services, 
each of which displays a list of accounts.  This is where account creation starts, account login 
happens, and accounts are deleted. 
 
I chose to group the accounts by service for two reasons: it is a clear way of showing which 
accounts go with which services, and it provides a good place to put the create account 
buttons.  For example, say a WPI instructor visits the account selection page for the first time, 
with the intention of downloading some ​Canvas​ submissions to run ​Checksims​ on.  The 
instructor see a box titled “Canvas,” containing a message saying that ​Checksims​ does not have 
any accounts for ​Canvas​, and a button labelled “Add Account.”  This makes adding a new 
account very clear to a new user. 
 
Each account in the listing has two buttons next to it: one to log in to the account, and one to 
delete it.  Pressing the login button prompts the user to enter the password for the account, 
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and pressing the delete button asks the user to confirm that the account should be deleted.  It 
should be noted that deleting an account does not require the account’s password.  This is 
because the ​Checksims​ account passwords are only for encrypting and decrypting ​Checksims​’ 
credentials for using an external API on behalf of the user.  If a ​Checksims​ account is deleted, it 
can be recreated in a matter of seconds, without the owner of the account losing anything. 
However, if a password were required to delete an account, and the password verification hash 
for the account had been corrupted, the only way to delete the account would be to do so 
through the filesystem. 
3.1.2.2   Dialogs 
The account selection page makes use of a few modal dialogs.  A modal dialog is a window that 
pops up over the main ​Checksims​ window, and does not allow the user to interact with the 
main ​Checksims​ window.  These dialogs are used to alert the user, and to get input from the 
user.  Dialogs will go away after the user provides the requested input, or when the user 
dismisses the dialog.  The account selection page uses a password entry dialog, which provides 
users with a field in which to enter their passwords that obscures the characters that are 
entered into it.  Additionally, it uses a delete confirmation dialog, which confirms that the user 
wants to delete an account, defaulting to no.  Finally, it uses error dialogs, which show up to 
indicate that something went wrong, either on the part of ​Checksims​ or the user. 
3.1.2.3   Alternatives 
The main alternative to the account listing design is the standard username and password 
design that most other applications use, where users simply enter their usernames and 
passwords into text fields.  I went with the account listing design because ​Checksims​ is different 
from most other applications in that its accounts only exist locally.  Additionally, ​Checksims 
tends to deal with privileged information, like student submissions, so most users will probably 
use it on a private computer.  Therefore, there will usually be a very small number of accounts 
on any one machine.  Given that, an account listing makes sense, since a user will probably not 
have to scroll down to reach desired account. 
3.1.3   Account Creation Screen 
The account creation screen (Figure 4.8) is where a user creates a ​Checksims​ account for a 
particular service.  It is a very simple page, consisting mainly of three fields and a button.  The 
page has a top bar similar to the top bar for the account selection screen, and has a message 
telling the user that a ​Checksims​ account is separate from the user’s external account, and that 
the username and password need not be the same as the user’s external account credentials. 
This clarification is important because it may not be clear to a first-time user that this page is 
not asking for the user’s external account credentials. 
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3.1.3.1   Restrictions on Username and Password 
A number of restrictions apply to user names and password, as follows: 
 
● The username may only contain alphanumeric characters.  This restriction is in place 
because the usernames also serve as file names. 
● The username must not already be taken by a ​Checksims​ account for the same external 
service. 
● The username must contain at least 1 character 
● The username may contain at most 25 characters.  This is so that the username fits in 
the available space on the account selection screen. 
● The password must contain at least five characters. 
● The password may contain at most 100 characters 
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3.1.3.2   Dialogs 
The account creation screen displays an error dialog whenever one of the restrictions listed in 
section 3.1.3.1 is violated, or when ​Checksims​ has an internal error.  The error dialog informs 
the user specifically what went wrong.  For example, if user attempted to create an account 
with the username ​u$er17​, the error dialog would inform the user that a username must 
contain only alphanumeric characters, and that there was a ‘$’ in the username. 
3.1.3.3   Alternatives 
Since this is such a simple page,  it does not have many meaningful alternatives.  One potential 
change would be to remove the password confirmation field, since losing a ​Checksims​ account 
is only a minor inconvenience.  However, I think that mistyping passwords is common enough 
that it would probably do more harm than good, even if there was an option to show the 
password. 
3.1.4   Service Specific GUI 
For each external service that ​Checksims​ interacts with, a GUI must be created to handle that 
specific service.  This allows ​Checksims​ to interact with services that are vastly different from 
each other.  When a user creates or logs in to a ​Checksims​ account for service, the user is 
brought to the GUI specific to that service. 
3.1.4.1   Canvas 
Checksims​ has two pieces of ​Canvas​ specific GUI: the OAuth2 browser window (Figure 3.9), and 
the ​Canvas​ browsing screen (Figure 3.10).  The OAuth2 browser window is where the user 
completes the steps in the ​Canvas​ OAuth2 flow that require a web browser.  It is also not in the 
GUI mockup, since it is just a browser window that shows a ​Canvas​ page, and also because it 
has its own modal window.  The ​Canvas​ browsing screen is where users go after they create or 
log in to a ​Checksims​ account for ​Canvas​.  It allows users to browse their ​Canvas​ courses and 
assignments, and to download the submissions for any of those assignments. 
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3.1.4.1.1   Expandable List 
The ​Canvas​ browsing screen displays courses and assignments in an expandable list.  When a 
user first arrives at the page, all of the courses are collapsed, which means that none of the 
assignments are visible.  The user can view the assignments for a course by clicking on the 
appropriate icon.  Those assignments can be hidden again by clicking that icon again.  This way 
of displaying courses and assignments is good because it allows users to see the information 
that they are looking for when they are looking for it.  When a user first navigates to this page, 
the user is probably looking for a course, not an assignment.  At this point, all the user sees is a 
list of courses.  When the user clicks on a course, it expands, showing the assignments for that 
course, which is exactly what the user is looking for.  Additionally, an expandable list minimizes 
the need for scrolling. 
 
The user can download the set of submissions for an assignment by clicking on the download 
button next to that assignment. 
3.1.4.1.2   Configuring Submissions Downloads 
When a user attempts to download submissions, the user is prompted to configure the 
download.  This is done through the use of a modal dialog, shown in Figure 3.11, which was not 
in the GUI mockup. 
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The user is prompted for three things: a name for the new directory that will be created for the 
submissions, the path of the existing directory that will serve as the parent of the new 
directory, and the suffixes string that will be used for the format conversion. 
3.1.4.1.3   Monitoring Download Progress 
When a user downloads a set of ​Canvas​ submissions, a small dialog, shown in Figure 3.12, 
displays the progress of the download.  This was not in the GUI mockup.  This is very important 
because the download can potentially take a very long time.  In fact, without a progress 
monitor, it would not even be clear that the download was occuring. 
 
 
3.1.4.1.4   Alternatives 
For alternatives to the design that I chose for the ​Canvas​ browsing screen, the page could be 
split into two pages, one for courses and one for assignments, or the user could be prompted to 
type in the name of desired course and assignment. 
 
The problem with the first approach, splitting it into two pages, is that it is unnecessary, as not 
enough content is being displayed to warrant two pages.  Additionally, the pages would look 
very similar to each other, and the user might momentarily confuse one for the other, and end 
up looking for assignments in a list of courses. 
 
The problem with the second approach, text entry, is that an instructor or TA might not know 
the exact name of both the desired course and the desired assignment.  This approach is 
essentially opting out of the benefits of having a GUI. 
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3.2   Implementation 
I implemented the GUI in Java Swing, since that is what the existing GUI was already using.  The 
changes that I made to existing GUI code were mainly to structure it in a way that supported 
navigation.  Here are some screenshots from the new GUI: 
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3.2.1   Structure 
The new GUI lets the user navigate to and from pages, sometimes maintaining the state of a 
page between visits.  The old GUI was not structured in a way that supported this, it was simply 
one page.  When the user navigated to what appeared to be a new page, ​Checksims​ was just 
deleting all of the GUI components from the page and replacing them with new ones. 
3.2.1.1   Revised Structure to Support Pages 
In order to support more advanced navigation, I had to restructure the existing GUI.  I did not 
restructure all of it, but just enough of it to accommodate the new GUI.  This mainly involved 
giving the main menu its own page, and adding methods to the main class that allow pages to 
show themselves in the main window.  In this new structure, each page has its own class, and 
uses the main class to navigate.  This also allows an instance of a page to be stored, and 
displayed later in the same state. 
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3.2.2   Threading 
Most of the new GUI (not the ​Checksims​ runner) works in a single thread, with two exceptions. 
The first exception is the ​Canvas​ OAuth2 browser window.  The OAuth2 browser window uses 
JavaFX Swing components to display a webpage.  JavaFX is the new Java GUI platform that is 
replacing Swing.  The JavaFX components need to run in their own thread dedicated to JavaFX. 
The second exception is the submission download process.  While submissions are being 
downloaded, the GUI is simultaneously being updated to reflect the progress of the download. 
This means that the download cannot happen in the main Swing thread, since that thread is 
busy with the GUI. 
4   Bugs 
Throughout my work on ​Checksims​, I encountered a few bugs, some of which I fixed.  I also 
created a few new bugs, which I fixed as I encountered, at least for the most part.  The bugs 
that remain in ​Checksims​, at least as far as I know, are minor enough that they are not really an 
issue. 
4.1   Bug Fixes 
I spent very little time fixing existing bugs, since most of what I did was adding new GUI and 
functionality rather than changing existing GUI and functionality. 
 
The most significant bug that I fixed was a very annoying bug that made most of the buttons in 
the GUI inconsistent.  It could take many tries before a button would actually work.  It made 
downloading files from an external service very frustrating, so I fixed it.  A few buttons in the 
main menu still have this problem, but it is not very noticeable. 
4.2   Known Bugs 
Having finished my work on the project, a few bugs remain intact.  They are two very minor 
bugs: a minor graphical glitch on the ​Canvas​ browsing screen in Windows, and a minor 
graphical glitch in the results inspector when not many results are displayed.  Neither of these 
bugs really harms the user experience, or the functionality of ​Checksims​, and graphical glitches 
in Java can be difficult to fix, especially OS specific ones.  Therefore, I decided not to spend time 
fixing these, and instead spent that time fixing more important issues, and testing the GUI. 
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5   Testing 
As I added new features to ​Checksims​, I made sure to test them carefully.  It is possible that 
Checksims​ still has a few bugs that I do not know about, but any such bugs are probably very 
obscure, and also minor. 
 
It should be noted that I had no way of testing the ​Checksims​ runner on submissions directly 
downloaded from ​Canvas​.  This is because I cannot upload submissions to ​Canvas​ as a ​Canvas 
user other than myself, and the ​Checksims​ runner needs submissions from at least two 
different people to run.  That said, I have made sure that submissions downloaded from ​Canvas 
are correctly converted into the ​Checksims/Turnin​ format, so in theory it should work. 
Additionally, I used the Turnin Converter (see Appendix C) to convert the anonymized test sets 
into the ​Checksims/Turnin​ format before I used them.  Since ​Checksims​ uses the same code to 
convert downloaded submissions into the ​Checksims/Turnin​ format, this is further evidence 
that ​Checksims​ can be run on submissions directly downloaded from ​Canvas​. 
5.1   User Interface 
I tested the new ​Checksims​ GUI by using it extensively, intentionally using it in all of the ways 
that I could think of.  For example, after adding the account creation screen, I went through the 
account creation process many times, intentionally making every user error that I could think 
of.  After I was finished adding the main features to the GUI, I did a round of testing on 
Windows, since up to that point I had only tested it on MacOS.  My Windows testing found a 
few issues, some major and some minor, all of which I fixed (except for the one mentioned in 
section 4.2).  The most significant of these was caused by the Windows file system not allowing 
Checksims​ to delete the submissions that were downloaded into the temporary folder, which 
prevented the user from downloading most ​Canvas​ submissions. 
5.2   Canvas 
Before I implemented any ​Canvas​ integration in ​Checksims​, I made a java program to use the 
Canvas​ API.  After I moved the code from that test program into ​Checksims​, a number of 
significant issues arose.  These included issues involving cookies in the OAuth2 browser 
window, the JavaFX thread, and password verification when decrypting the refresh token. 
Finding and fixing these issues required significant testing through extensive use of the GUI, 
similar to what is described in section 5.1. 
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5.3   Invalid Syntax Resistance 
To test the invalid syntax resistance changes that I made to the ​Checksims​ runner, I used a few 
of the anonymized test sets that Theodore Meyer and Michael Andrews used to test the 
effectiveness of the syntax tree algorithm.  Since I only made minor changes to the ​Checksims 
runner, my testing did not need to be very extensive.  I only needed to test sets of submissions 
with varying numbers of invalid submissions.  I used a test set with only valid submissions, a 
test set with one invalid submission and many valid submissions, a test set with two invalid 
submissions and many valid submissions, and a test set containing only invalid submissions.  I 
also ran Smith-Waterman on the test sets, to make sure that it did not run twice. 
6   Conclusion 
The integration of ​Checksims​ with ​Canvas​ allows instructors and TAs to check for academic 
dishonesty in their ​Canvas​ courses easily, conveniently, and securely.  ​Checksims​ users can 
browse their ​Canvas​ courses and assignments, download the submissions for assignments, and 
check those downloaded submissions for academic dishonesty, all through the ​Checksims​ GUI 
with only a few button presses.  Moreover, ​Checksims​ is now less likely to let unauthorized 
copying go undetected, as it now analyzes invalid submissions when using a syntax tree 
algorithm.  Overall, I am confident that this project has greatly increased the usability and 
functionality of ​Checksims​. 
7   Future Work 
The two main areas in which I believe ​Checksims​ will benefit from future work are the 
Checksims​ runner, and more external services. 
7.1   Checksims Runner 
The ​Checksims​ runner is already good at detecting academic dishonesty, especially with its 
syntax tree algorithms.  However, its syntax tree algorithms do not work in many situations. 
One issue is that they often have trouble parsing valid code.  For example, the C parser can fail 
to parse valid C code that is distributed throughout multiple .c and .h files.  Fixing these issues 
with the syntax tree algorithms will make ​Checkims​ even better at detecting unauthorized 
copying than it already is.  Further, the results inspector could benefit from a visual update. 
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7.2   More External Services 
Currently, the only external service that ​Checksims​ supports is ​Canvas​.  Adding more external 
services would benefit ​Checksims​, especially after WPI eventually moves on from ​Canvas​, or if 
Checksims​ is distributed for use outside of WPI. 
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Appendices 
 
A   User Guide 
Checksims​ is a tool that detects suspicious similarity within a set of code submissions.  If 
Checksims​ finds a pair of submissions that are suspiciously similar, this is not definitive proof 
that unauthorized copying occured, but rather an indication that it might have.  The user should 
follow up on any outstanding results by manually inspecting the submissions in question for 
academic dishonesty. 
 
This guide walks the user through the process of setting up and using the ​Checksims​ GUI. 
A.1   Setup 
Checksims​ is simply an executable JAR file, so it does not have to be installed.  However, it does 
require a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) version 8 or higher in order to run.  Additionally, a 64-bit 
processor and JVM are recommended, otherwise ​Checksims​ may run out of memory. 
A.2   Running Checksims 
The ​Checksims​ JAR file has the following name: 
 
checksims-3.0-GUI-jar-with-dependencies.jar 
 
To run ​Checksims​, simply execute that JAR file.  In MacOS and Windows, a JAR file can be 
executed by double clicking on it.  In Linux, it can be run by entering the following command 
into terminal, where ​SOME/PATH​ is the path of the directory containing ​Checksims​ the JAR file: 
 
java -jar SOME/PATH/checksims-3.0-GUI-jar-with-dependencies.jar 
 
This can also be done in MacOS terminal, or the Windows command prompt, if the user wishes 
to see any command line output that ​Checksims​ produces.  
A.3   Checksims/Turnin Format 
Checksims​ is designed to run on a set of submissions that is in the ​Checksims/Turnin​ format, 
which is defined as follows: 
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● A parent directory contains the entire set of 
submissions 
● Each individual submission has its own 
directory, named after the student that 
submitted it, with the parent directory for 
the set as its parent 
● Each non-code file for a particular 
submission has the directory for that 
submission as its parent 
● Each code file for a particular submission 
has a code directory as its parent, which in 
turn has the directory for the submission as 
its parent 
● The ​Checksims/Turnin​ format for archive 
files is the same, with the exception that 
the top level directory must be called 
STUDENTS 
 
For instructions on automatically converting a set 
of submissions into the ​Checksims/Turnin​ format, see Appendix c. 
A.4   Graphical User Interface 
This section of the guide will walk the user through the process of using the ​Checksims​ GUI. 
A.4.1   File Selection 
The first step in running ​Checksims​ on a set of submissions is to tell ​Checksims​ which 
submissions to run on.  This is done by adding the files that contains the submissions.  Files can 
be added in three roles: source files (section A.2.1.1), archive files (section A.4.1.2), and 
common code (section A.4.1.3).  To add files, a user must click on the button in the main menu 
(Figure 3.1) corresponding to the desired role.  From there, users can browse their computers 
for files to add by clicking the “...” button that appears (see Figure 3.13). 
A.4.1.1   Source 
Source files are the primary submissions that ​Checksims​ runs on.  They are compared against 
each other, and against archive files.  Unlike the other two files types, source files can be 
downloaded directly from ​Canvas​ through the ​Checksims​ GUI.  This is done by clicking the 
button that has a cloud icon with a down arrow in it instead of clicking the “...” button (see 
Figure 3.13). 
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A.4.1.2   Archive 
Archive files are the secondary submissions that ​Checksims​ will run on.  They are only compared 
against source files, not against other archive files.  If a user wanted to compare the source files 
against old files, say from a previous instance of the same course, the user would add those 
files as archive files. 
A.4.1.3   Common Code 
Common code files define code that is known to be shared by all of the source and archive files. 
This is where a user would add files that were provided in an assignment.  ​Checksims​ will ignore 
any common code that it finds during its comparison. 
A.4.2   Downloading Submissions from Canvas 
Checksims​ is able to download and automatically format source submissions directly from 
Canvas​.  When a user chooses to download submissions from ​Canvas​ by pressing the download 
button (shown on the right of Figure 3.13), the user is brought to the account selection screen 
(Figure 3.14), and can create and manage ​Checksims​ accounts from there. 
A.4.2.1   Creating an Account 
For a user to download submissions from ​Canvas​, the user must first link ​Checksims​ with a 
Canvas​ account.  This is done by clicking the “Add Account” button near the top of the screen 
(see Figure 3.14).  This will bring the user to the account creation screen (Figure 3.16), where a 
Checksims​ account for ​Canvas​ can be created. 
 
A ​Checksims​ account is a local account that gives a the user a way to log in to a ​Canvas​ account 
from within ​Checksims​.  Once the user fills in the fields on the account creation screen and 
presses the “Create Account” button, a ​Canvas​ login window will appear on the screen (Figure 
3.9).  The user must then log in to a ​Canvas​ account through that window, at which point 
Canvas​ will prompt the user to authorize ​Checksims​ to access that ​Canvas​. 
 
If the user authorized ​Checksims​ to access a ​Canvas​ account, the user will be automatically 
logged in to that account, and will be taken to the ​Canvas​ browsing screen (Figure 3.18). 
A.4.2.2   Logging in 
A user can log in to an existing ​Checksims​ account by pressing the “Log In” button next to that 
account on the account selection screen.  Doing so will cause ​Checksims​ to prompt the user for 
a password.  If the password is correct, the user is logged in. 
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A.4.2.3   Browsing Canvas Assignments 
Once a user has logged in to a ​Checksims​ account for ​Canvas​, the user is brought to the ​Canvas 
browsing screen (Figure 3.18).  From here, users can view all of the ​Canvas​ courses for which 
they are either a teacher or a TA.  Clicking on the icon to the right of a course in the list will 
show the assignments for that course.  Those assignments can be hidden by clicking that icon 
again. 
A.4.2.4   Downloading Canvas Submissions 
Once a user decides which assignment to download the submissions for, the user can do so by 
clicking the icon to the right of the assignment in the list.  Doing so will bring up a window 
prompting the user to configure the download, shown in Figure 3.11.  Here, the user can 
change the name of the new directory where the downloaded submissions will go, change the 
path of the new directory, and change the code suffixes string that will be used to convert the 
downloaded submission into the ​Checksims/Turnin​ format. 
 
The code suffixes string is a comma-separated list of the suffixes of the names of code files.  For 
example, the default value, which is “.java, .c, .h, .cpp, .py, .py3”, tells ​Checksims​ that any file 
with a name ending in “.java”, “.c”, “.h”, “.cpp”, “.py”, or “.py3” should be considered code, and 
any other files should be considered non-code.  This list need not only include file extensions. 
For example, the user could change the code suffix string to “.c, .h, README.txt”. 
 
Once the user starts the download by pressing the ‘Download’ button (see Figure 3.11), a small 
window will pop up to display the progress of the download (Figure 3.12).  If the download is 
cancelled before it completes, any submissions that were successfully downloaded are be 
deleted.  When the download is complete, the user is brought back to the main menu, and the 
submissions that were just downloaded will be automatically added as source files. 
A.4.3  Running the Comparison 
Before a user can run the comparison, the user must select an algorithm to use by selecting the 
name of the desired algorithm from the list on the left side of the main menu.  The user is given 
six algorithms to choose from.  Two of these, Line Compare and Smith-Waterman, can be used 
on any type of files.  As for the other four, each of them is specific to the language that is 
mentioned in its name.  These language specific algorithms should be used when possible, since 
they are better at detecting similarity than the general purpose algorithms.  More detail about 
these algorithms can be found in section 1.1. 
 
When a user has finished adding files, and chosen an algorithm to use, the user is ready to run 
the comparison.  This is done by pressing the “Run Checksims!” button at the bottom of the 
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main menu.  Once the comparison starts, the user is brought to a screen that displays the 
progress of the comparison (Figure 3.2).  If the user selected a language specific algorithm, any 
files written in that language that contain invalid syntax will be compared to other submissions 
using the Smith-Waterman algorithm.  Once the comparison is complete, the user is brought to 
the results inspector (Figure 3.3). 
A.4.4   Results Inspector 
This is where a user can view the results of a comparison.  It displays the results in a grid where 
the columns and rows are the students who made the submissions.  The number in each cell 
represents the percent similarity between the submissions for the student in that row, and the 
student in that column.  Additionally, cells with high numbers in them display as bright red, 
making them very easy to notice.  Using the controls on the left of the screen, the user can 
search for specific students, set a threshold, and export the results.  The user can enter the 
names of up to two students to filter the results for.  Doing so will highlight those students in 
the results. 
 
The threshold determines which students display in the results.  Any student with at least one 
result that is greater than or equal to the threshold value will be included in the results. 
A.4.3.2   Exporting Results 
Exporting the results will save the results in a file.  The results can be exported into the 3 
differents formats: html, csv, and threshold.  Selecting html will save the results as an html file, 
which can be viewed in a web browser, selecting csv will save the results as a csv file, which can 
be viewed in many spreadsheet tools, and selecting threshold will save the results as a text file.  
B   Developer Guide 
This guide walks developers through the process of getting started on modifying the ​Checksims 
code. 
B.1   Obtaining the Source 
The ​Checksims​ source code is available on ​Github​ at the following URL: 
 
https://github.com/GianlucaTarquinio/Checksims 
 
The source code is also available in the WPI Electronic Projects Collection. 
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 B.2   Building Checksims 
Building ​Checksims​ requires both a Java 8 JDK, and version 3 of ​Apache Maven​, which 
downloads ​Checksims​’ dependencies and compiles ​Checksims​.  Instructions for downloading 
and installing the Java 8 JDK can be found at the following URL: 
 
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/technotes/guides/install/i
nstall_overview.html 
 
Instructions for downloading and installing ​Apache Maven​ can be found at the following URL: 
 
https://maven.apache.org/ 
 
Checksims​ requires a valid ​Canvas​ developer key, which the public source code does not 
include, in order to access ​Canvas​ (see section B.2.1).  Users outside of WPI must also change 
the base URL for the ​Canvas​ API calls (see section B.2.1.2).  Additionally, ​Checksims​ currently 
cannot be built on a Windows machine (see section B.2.2), although a ​Checksims​ jar file that 
was built on a non-Windows machine can be run on Windows. 
 
To build ​Checksims​, run the following command from the root directory of the cloned 
repository: 
 
mvn compile package 
 
Alternatively, the included makefile can be used to build the project. 
 
Once compiled, the ​Checksims​ executable can be found in a directory called ​target​.  The 
main ​Checksims​ executable is called: 
 
checksims-3.0-GUI-jar-with-dependencies.jar 
 
Here, ​3.0​ is the ​Checksims​ version number, and may be different in the future. 
B.2.1   Canvas Developer Key 
A ​Canvas developer key​ allows an application to use the ​Canvas​ API on behalf of ​Canvas​ users. 
The developer key consists of two strings: the client ID, and the client secret.  Before building 
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Checksims​, a developer must set the static ​id​ and ​secret​ strings in the ​CanvasService 
class the client ID and the client secret, respectively, of a valid developer key.  Any ​Checksims 
executable that was built without a valid client ID and secret will not be able to interact with 
Canvas​. 
 
Canvas​ developer keys are only valid within a particular instance of ​Canvas​.  That is to say, a 
developer key for WPI’s ​Canvas​ instance will not work for another school’s ​Canvas​ instance. 
For instructions on using ​Checksims​ with ​Canvas​ outside of WPI, see section B.2.1.2. 
B.2.1.1   WPI 
Checksims​ has a developer key on WPI’s ​Canvas​ instance, however the client ID and secret for 
this key are not included in the published source (the client ID and secret shown in old commits 
are no longer valid).  The name of the developer key is ​CheckSims​.  In order to obtain the 
client ID and secret for this key, contact the WPI Instructional Tech System Spec, who is Lindsey 
Van Gieson at the time of this writing. 
B.2.1.2   Outside of WPI 
To build ​Checksims​ for use outside of WPI, a developer must do two things.  First, the developer 
must change the static ​baseUrl​ string in the ​CanvasService​ class to the URL that is 
normally used to access that ​Canvas​ instance in a browser.  Second, the developer must obtain 
a developer key for ​Checksims​ on the desired ​Canvas​ instance, and set ​Checksims​’ ​Canvas​ client 
ID and secret variables, described in section B.2.1, to the client ID and secret for the developer 
key.  In order to obtain a developer key for ​Checksims​ on a particular ​Canvas​ instance, the 
developer must contact an administrator of that ​Canvas​ instance. 
B.2.2   Known Issues 
Currently, ​Checksims​ cannot be built on Windows due to an unknown issue.  A developer that 
only has access to a Windows machine must either find a way to fix or circumvent this issue, or 
build ​Checksims​ on a ​MacOS​ or ​Linux​ VM. 
B.3   Account Save Structure 
Checksims​ accounts are saved in the ​accounts​ folder, which is located in the parent directory 
of the ​Checksims​ executable.  The structure of the ​accounts​ folder is shown in Figure B.1. 
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B.4   Adding a Service 
This section of the guide describes the process of integrating a new service with ​Checksims​. 
Currently, the only service that is integrated with is ​Canvas​. 
B.4.1   Extending the Service Class 
When adding a new service, classes that interact with the service must be written.  At least one 
new class must be added for the new service, which we’ll call the main class for the service. 
The main class for the service must extend the ​Service​ class.  This allows ​Checksims​ to 
interact with the code for the new service.  The ​Service​ class has three methods that must 
be implemented: ​onCreateNew​, which is called when a user creates a new ​Checksims 
account for the service, ​onLoggedIn​, which is called when a user successfully logs in to a 
Checksims​ account for the service, and ​onReused​, which is called when a user who is already 
logged in tries to navigate to the GUI for the service from the main menu.  Use the 
CanvasService​ class for reference, as this is the main class for the code that interacts with 
Canvas​. 
 
In order for ​Checksims​ to recognize a new service, the new service’s main class must be 
instantiated in the ​services​ array in the ​ChecksimsInitializer​ class. 
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B.4.2   Service Specific GUI 
Adding a new service will require the addition of GUI specific to that service.  This makes 
Checksims​ very flexible with respect to the different services which is can be integrated with. 
For example, a developer could create a new service called WWW that allows users to browse 
and download any files on the internet that they can access through a normal internet browser. 
B.4.3   Downloading Files 
Files that are downloaded from the new service should be converted into the ​Checksims/Turnin 
format using the ​TurninConverter​ class.  This class is also used by the ​Turnin Converter 
described in Appendix C.  In this class, the ​formatSubmission​ method will move the 
specified submission to the specified location, formatting it with the given suffixes string in 
process.  It is recommended that significant file downloads show progress bars. 
C   Turnin Converter 
The ​Turnin Converter​ is a standalone executable that uses the ​TurninConverter​ class to 
convert a set of submissions into the ​Checksims/Turnin​ format.  Its jar file is called: 
 
checksims-3.0-TURNIN-CONVERTER-jar-with-dependencies.jar 
C.1   Usage 
The ​Turnin Converter​ has three required command line arguments: the source directory, the 
target directory, and the suffixes string.  The format conversion is done on the source directory, 
and the result will be located in the target directory, which must not already exist.  The source 
directory must be in the format described in Figure C.1. 
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